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The salt companion, or, 

Dedicated to you but you weren’t listening 

 

The florid esters of distinction 

armadas of dispraise inwardly 

harass the mind to a tin teardrop 

Christ like pissholes in eternal rice 

and as the virtual is real space 

for our lot you are never quite gone 

from my livelong empathy belly 

erased night outcome out to parlay 

an each-way bet better not to know 

 

which of us two is the look-back bore 

in the shot gun civil partnership 

weskit and trews bore witness falsely 

with socks to an angel of delight 

butterscotch tapeworm diet pill freak 

lunges for free lunch bean counter sunk 

on a five-year mission to return 

you safe from another culture’s hell 

I work as a detector of time 

 

if at all costs more than life itself 

so spend it wisely brackets giggle 

at colons a scat emoticon 

sung wordlessly my vicious night song 

I am seldom with double fanny 

often with stupid in the ball pool 

that is actual pain at all times 

life by chocolate sister act too 

let your wind go / free the windows nine 

 

and I would wank five hundred mules and 

I would wank five hundred more sterile 

beyond hope of issue or release 

just to be the cis male who wanked a 

thousand mules and never left the house 

this does almost no good in the world 

but surely some and I cling to that 
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hope like the hope of a second life 

whoops butterfingers and down I go 

 

salted Haribo keens in the pod 

for our difference ending in peas 

the white rings of my future sweat-ghost 

define the amnesiac body 

as spirits of hartshorn arouse me 

from a Glasgow symptomless coma 

to the one true myoclonic jerk 

I would be if the cursèd double touch 

could turn single / arm dead under me 

 

much ado in the infinite deep 

dream windows of star death remembered 

through the lossy compressed artefact 

I am Now and it’s all you can take 

blind to my surroundings I forget 

the circling raptors outside Now 

but my book pleads for me with the flies 

and I am waved on through the green door 

I first leave you then find you inside 

 

I rage in a lemon shirt at a 

brown desk with a gashed knee and a beard 

and probably couldn’t lift you now 

but the thought still counts sheep in dense fog 

and the sleep of reason produces 

Sadness dolls for my middle-aged shelf 

never heard it called that before dawn 

you are sound in your second asleep 

with real work done in the dark boutique 

 

bonobo don’t mess with my peep peeps 

they ain’t no finite human resource 

there is no future in any gland 

streaming vasectomy insect pin 

badger parade gonna break my face 

in gently through the outdoor toilet 

dooking for shit every Halloween 

the ripe taste of cheese improves with age 

editors edit it’s what they do 
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with asafoetida and beerlight 

the victor lures a prominent moth 

to the sheet you burn after reading 

my involuntary Womble dance 

guiding the hive to the poetry 

on which nothing feeds pipe quack or toot 

no drone metal spybot am I you 

debug my mind like you’ll never know 

for in front of that door there is ___ 

 


